HEINIGER - the World’s greatest shearing brand.

Heiniger Shearing equipment is manufactured in Switzerland, using the latest computer-controlled engineering practices to ensure every item is precision made to the highest standards. Heiniger products are manufactured using only the highest quality raw materials for unbeatable reliability and longer lasting equipment. Heiniger employs Champion shearers around the world to constantly test, trial and develop new products – making shearing as easy as possible.

HEINIGER ICON REDBACK HANDPIECE

The ICON Redback. Designed by World Champions for Professionals. Providing outstanding performance, a longer working life with less maintenance. This quality handpiece is the result of painstaking research, development and craftsmanship by Heiniger in association with the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.

The slim barrel and triple bearing system make it the choice of top shearers worldwide. Precision machined comb bed reduces comb springing. A recessed oil cap for operator comfort and a longer lasting flock which is softer and more durable.

Heiniger Icon Redback Pin Drive

Dimensions 65 x 95 x 320mm
Weight without blades 1.3kg
(Not illustrated) 541 200

Heiniger Redback Icon Worm Drive

Dimensions 65 x 95 x 320mm
Weight without blades 1.3kg 541 202

HEINIGER XTRA SHEEP CLIPPER

Powerful motor for dagging, small flock shearing and dirty cattle. Floating fork assembly increases cutter and comb life, reduces cutter tension and gives cooler cutting. Supplied complete with spare cutter, comb and accessories. Interchangeable cattle head available separately for clipping cattle.

Clipper 538 042
Cattle Head 538 157

HEINIGER 12 VOLT SHEEP CLIPPER

Fully portable. Clipping speed 2250 dbsm. Operates for 4 – 5 hours from car battery. Weight 1290g 538 054
EVO SHEARING MACHINES

The first shearing machine to be manufactured with an electronic safety switch, which will stop the machine immediately if a lock up occurs. It has three speeds – 2700, 3200, 3500rpm to cater for all shearing conditions. The self tensioning belt means less maintenance and less wear and tear. Machines are available with solid or flexi drives with either worm or pin drive.

EVO Machine complete with Flexi Worm Drive 541 614
EVO Machine complete with Flexi Pin Drive 541 616
EVO Machine complete with Solid Worm Drive 541 618
EVO Machine complete with Solid Pin Drive 541 620

EVO Machine only
Dimensions (WxHxL): 225 x 300 x 290mm  Weight 7.8kg
Noise emission 70dB 541 630

EVO/ONE Flexi Worm Drive only
200cm 541 632
EVO/ONE Flexi Pin Drive only
200cm 541 634

EVO Solid Worm Drive only 541 512
EVO Solid Pin Drive only 541 514

Heiniger Solid Drive Ferrule 542 078
Heiniger Flexi Drive Ferrule 542 080

ONE SHEARING MACHINES

Weighing only 6.5kg, the ONE is a single speed machine incorporating many of the safety features found in the EVO. With a running speed of 2950rpm, the ONE can only be operated with flexi drive and is an ideal farmer’s machine.

ONE machine only
Dimensions (WxHxL): 243 x 317 x 209mm  Weight 6.5kg
Noise emission 70dB 541 650

EVO/ONE Flexi Worm Drive only 541 632
EVO/ONE Flexi Pin Drive only 541 634

Not supplied with handpieces.

The Heiniger range of shearing machines are easy to use and simple to maintain. All have unique safety features which set them apart from other machines.
ALL PURPOSE COMBS

Heiniger all purpose combs designed for shearing open woolled sheep and tough shearing crossbreds.

Topaz 84.5mm wide  Medium bevel
The Topaz has been designed for UK conditions. This all purpose comb is suitable for all wool types. An ideal beginners comb. Full thickness.
RH 541 060

Pro Legend 92mm wide  Medium bevel
The Pro Legend has rapidly become the standard in Australian shearing combs. Strengthened teeth, finer tips and preferred width makes this comb the favourite for all round shearing. Full thickness.
RH 541 014

Reflex 94mm wide  Medium bevel
The Reflex is designed for shearing open woolled sheep and tough shearing crossbreds. It utilises the latest technology in comb manufacture. Particular attention has been paid to the bends of the teeth, leaving a perfect finish. Full thickness.
RH 541 072
LH 541 073

ProFlex 94mm wide  Medium bevel
The Proflex provides excellent flow over the sheep, leaving the perfect finish. Run-in.
RH 541 090

Ovina 77mm wide  Medium bevel
A multi-purpose comb. The convex design ensures quick and easy wool entry. For shearing, crutching and dagging. Full thickness.
541 000

Rapier 86mm wide  Long bevel
The straight bottom tooth allows easy entry to damp, sticky wool. The comb to use in crutching, farm and small flock shearing. Full thickness.
RH 541 034
FINE WOOL COMBS
To withstand the harshest conditions, wherever you are shearing.

Awesome  92mm wide  Long bevel
Exceptionally easy entry and return, a polished finish in the toughest wool.
Full thickness.
RH  541 096

B-Evil  94.5mm wide  Long bevel
Out performs all others in the widest variety of merino and crossbred sheep.
Full thickness.
RH  541 062

Freestyle 7  96mm wide  Long bevel
The Freestyle is designed to shear average to poor shearing Merinos quickly.
The straight bottom teeth and the tip size provide good entry into the poorest wool.
Full thickness.
RH  541 070
LH  541 071

Xpress  93.5mm wide  Long bevel
Based on the profile of the Wicked. Ideal for Merino type wool. To use in the toughest shearing fine wool sheep, performing straight from the packet.
Run-in.
RH  541 038

Freak  94.5mm wide  Long bevel
Includes the latest advances in comb manufacture including top and bottom rider glide grooves for smoother entry and flow over the skin. Run-in.
RH  541 066

Bad  95mm wide  Long bevel
Not only easy entry in tough shearing sheep, but also offering excellent value.
Full thickness.
RH  541 068

Huge  96mm wide  Long bevel
To obtain extra high tallies in all fine wool types. Run-in.
RH  541 044

Wicked  93.5mm wide  Long bevel
Fine teeth and smooth bends enable the comb to stay on the sheep.
For Merino type sheep. Full thickness.
RH  541 040

Rebel  92mm wide  Long bevel
Designed for use in the toughest shearing fine wool sheep.
Features a slick bottom rider with smooth bends to the top teeth. Run-in.
RH  541 064
BROAD WOOL COMBS
Heiniger broad wool combs, suitable for all open woolled sheep in Europe and New Zealand.

XLR-8  98mm wide   Medium bevel
Designed for speed, the XLR-8 offers superior entry and flow on the skin, whilst new design technology enhances smooth bends to maximise your tallies. Run-in.
RH

Calibre  93.5mm wide   Short bevel
Specifically designed for the harsh UK conditions. Suitable for Herdwicks, Swaledales and Scottish Blackface. Full thickness.
RH

Charger  93.5mm wide   Short bevel
Designed specifically for UK conditions. This comb has smooth bends, finer tips and longer, stronger teeth, flowing evenly over the whole sheep. The comb is designed to be user friendly from learner shearers to world champions. Full thickness.
RH
LH

Quantum Plus  95mm wide   Short bevel
The Quantum Plus has thinner riders which enable better fleece entry and a smoother flow over the skin. Full thickness.
RH

Warrior  96mm wide   Short bevel
This is the widest full thickness Heiniger comb. Care has been taken with the bends to ensure a good throw of the cutter onto the riders, with excellent flow of the comb over the sheep. Use in good combing free flowing cross bred sheep. Full thickness.
RH

RH 541 094
RH 541 018
RH 541 020
RH 541 088
RH 541 010
Quasar  95mm wide  Medium bevel  
A slightly longer bevel than the Warrior, the Quasar allows easier entry to the fleece. To achieve high tallies in open wool. Full thickness. 
RH  541 006

Super Charged  93.5mm wide  Short Bevel  
Based on the Charger, the Super Charged is the most popular run-in comb in the UK. Run-in. 
RH  541 049

Condor  98mm wide  Short bevel  
One of the widest combs in the Heiniger range. Ideal for free combing open wooled sheep. Run-in. 
RH  541 086

Raging Warrior  96mm wide  Short bevel  
Same properties as the regular Warrior comb, but run-in “ready to rage”. Use this comb in good combing free flowing cross bred sheep. Run-in. 
RH  541 013

Quantum  95mm wide  Short bevel  
Incorporating thinner riders along their length, giving superior entry in all open wooled, free combing sheep. Run-in. 
RH  541 074 
LH  541 075
**SHEARING**

**WINTER AND COVER COMBS**

Heiniger winter combs for shearing all sheep types and leaving a good residual cover of wool.

**Blizzard** 94.5mm wide  Short bevel
A universal winter comb for shearing all sheep types. The skid design reduces grease build up and gives optimum entry. 541 052

**Isobar** 98mm wide  Short bevel
The wider bends and thinner riders give a wider blow, as well as optimum entry and flow on the skin. 541 077

**Mach 9** 94mm wide  Long bevel
Designed for shearing in tough conditions. The larger gullets between the teeth leave more wool, as a safety cover in extreme conditions. RH 541 046

**Crusader** 94.5mm wide  Long bevel
Specially designed for shearing tighter wooled sheep. 541 079

**SPECIAL PURPOSE COMBS**

Special combs to shear goats, camelids and cattle.

**Camelid**
Designed for shearing Llamas, Alpacas, Vicunas, Guanacos and Camels. Will leave cover of 6 to 10mm of hair/wool. Use with a jet cutter. 541 047

**Shuttle**
The Shuttle is a 25 tooth comb designed to clip cattle or horses, using either a mechanical shearing handpiece or electric clipper such as the Sheep Xtra. Use with a standard cutter such as a Jet. 538 231
SHEARING CUTTERS
Cutters are made from the highest quality steel and last longer. All cutters have a safety design to prevent lock ups.

Jet  4.4mm thick
The Jet provides maximum throw for extra wide combs. Full thickness cutter.

Edge  4.4mm thick
The Edge is a full depth cutter incorporating advanced safety features and is now established as a best seller. More versatility due to wide throw and further reach on the comb. Full thickness cutter.

Storm  4.6mm thick
A thicker cutter designed specifically for use with winter combs. Ultra thickness cutter.

Diamond  3.7mm thick
Uncompromised safety, superior entry into tight wool. Run-in cutter.

Xtreme  3.7mm thick
For quicker shearing and easier entry. Engineered to give high performance straight from the box. Run-in cutter.

FARMER’S PACKS
For many, the ideal way to purchase cutters and combs. Each pack contains 2 cutters and 1 comb in a display pack.

Standard Farmer’s Pack
Contains 2 Jet cutters and 1 Ovina comb. 541 080

Wide Farmer’s Pack
Contains 2 Jet cutters and 1 Pro Legend comb. 541 082

FARMER’S PACKS • FARMER’S PACKS • FARMER’S PACKS

Standard Pack
Jet Cutter x 2  Ovina Comb

Wide Pack
Jet Cutter x 2  Pro Legend Comb

0845 600 80 81  0800 783 66 55  sales@coxagri.com  www.coxagri.com
HEINIGER GRINDER

Heiniger Acutecc Grinder. Powerful enough for permanent installation, yet light enough to be truly portable. Low heat discs for sharpening cutters and combs. Supplied with guards, discs, emery paper, glue and adjustable pendulum.

Heiniger Grinder
Includes low heat precision discs, double-sided clamp plate, precision sharpening pendulum, grinding spanner and Heiniger emery. All packaged in a durable aluminium carry case. Dimensions (HxWxD) 760 x 425 x 425mm Weight 34kg. Folded down height 480mm

GRINDING EQUIPMENT

Heiniger Disc Set and Clamp Plate 541 714
Heiniger Spare Disc (not illustrated) 541 718

GRINDING PAPER AND GLUE

Papers are supplied in clam shell packs to keep the papers clean, dry and flat. Pre-cut round to reduce waste and save time, papers are available in coarse (for combs) and fine (for cutters).

Coarse Paper
Pk 10, 40 Grit for combs (not illustrated) 541 720
Fine Paper
Pk 10, 80 Grit for cutters (not illustrated) 541 722
Latex Glue 250ml 541 724
Latex Glue 500ml 541 730

HEINIGER GRINDER PENDULUM

The pendulum is supplied in an aluminium storage case together with a choice of three grinding handles, a grinding gauge and grinding chart.

Heiniger Grinder Pendulum 541 710
HEINIGER EAZY GRINDER

Easy to handle, lightweight and portable grinder with a powerful motor.

Heiniger Eazy Grinder
Includes aluminium disc, grinding pendulum, one self-adhesive emery paper medium, guide sleeve, protective eye and ear wear and instruction manual.
Dimensions (HxWxD) 737 x 293 x 320mm
Weight 20kg

Eazy P Paper 60 Self Adhesive
60 Grit Paper (not illustrated)

Heiniger Eazy P Pendulum

ACCESSORIES

Silicone carbide stone
Check cutter and comb grinding with this stone.

Heiniger Comb Brush
For removing grease from combs.

Heiniger Screwdriver
Octagonal handle for excellent grip and longer blades for better tensioning.

Tally Counter
0 to 9999 push button operation, chrome plated with instant reset.

Comb Lifter (not illustrated)
TRAFALGAR
TRADITIONAL SHEARS

Trafalgar Hand Shears are a Traditional Double Bow pattern made from high carbon steel. Hand forged, high quality blades, hardened and tempered. Hollow ground and hand set by blade specialists, to give optimum performance. Attractively packaged for retail display.

Small Dagging Shears
Strong cut, handy pocket size, ideal for smaller hands. 90mm (3.5") 418 140

Standard Dagging Shears
Strong cut, traditional size, straight handles. 135mm (5") 418 142

Standard Dagging Shears
Strong cut, traditional size, bent handles. 135mm (5") 418 144

Shearing Shears
Firm squeeze, long blades, good wool penetration, straight handles. 165mm (6.5") 418 146

Shearing Shears
Firm squeeze, long blades, good wool penetration, bent handles. 165mm (6.5") 418 148

Classic Sheep Shear Sharpener
Handy pocket sized sharpener, simple to use and effective. 418 150

COX RIVETED SHEARS

Single bow shears, with riveted blades.

Straight Riveted Handles
For dagging. 165mm (6.5") 418 122

Bent Riveted Handles
For dagging. 133mm (5.25") 418 134

Straight Riveted Handles
For dagging. 133mm (5.25") 418 109